
Content Pliug In and Restricted & Public Users
Posted by andyfrye - 2011/10/27 23:03
_____________________________________

Hi there,

Love the Quiz - working great!

The site is setup that the quiz is for registered users only. The article that contains text, a pdf download, a video and the
quiz are all individually on each element level "Restricted" for registered users only. 

So my client wanted to create a sample public page so perspective clients could see what the test would be like. So I
copied one chapter and created new files with Public access and not to mess anything up with the restricted content. 

I managed to get everything working just fine except the Content Plug In for the Quiz. I know you didn't make the plug in -
 but I thought I would ask you about this anyway since all of your help has been GREAT.

In order for me to get the the sample quiz working I had to change the Content Plug In Access to Public from restricted.

Since the pages are still restricted - will changing the plug in access make any difference?

Will having the plug in as public allow search engines and non registered users to access this content on the restricted
pages?

Just trying to sort out how to have one sample quiz public inside a page and then have the full exam for registered users
only - and prevent any access to these pages.

Thanks so much, I hope that makes sense...

============================================================================

Re:Content Pliug In and Restricted & Public Users
Posted by admin - 2011/10/28 14:21
_____________________________________

Hello,

Set appropriate access level for an article (or another page where the plugin is used) and a user can't get access to it if
s/he doesn't have appropriate permissions. As result s/he can't see a quiz which is loaded with help "ARI Quiz in
Content" plugin.

Regards,
ARI Soft
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